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Future 
depends on 
proble.s of 
radioactive 
( APP ) • 

GenerAl ConsiderAtion 

develop.ent of nuclear power engineering 
the successful solution of two key 

safety and utilization of high level 
wastes ( HLRW ) of ato.ic power plants 

Modern .ethods of HLRW treatment Involve 
solidification. preli.inary storing for a period of 
30 - 50 years necessary for the decay of long-living 
nuclids and final burial in geological formations 
several hundred .eters below the ground surface. The 
depth burial of the radioactive wastes requires 
co.plicated under ground constructions. It's very 
expensive and doesn't meet .odern ecological 
require.ents. 

Alternative .odern and .ore reasonable .ethods 
of AF'P HLRW treat.ent are under consideration now. 
One of the methods involves separation of APP waste 
radionuclids for use in econo.y with subsequent 
trans.utation of the long-living isotopes Into the 
short-living ones by high-intensity neutron fluxes 
generated by proton accelerators (1 - 3]. 

The installation intended for the long-living 
radionuclides trans.utation into the short-living 
ones is called burner-reactor. It can be based on 
the contInuous regi.e proton accelerator with 
1.5 GeV energy, 0.3 A current and bea •• ean power of 
450 MW. The preferable type of the proton 
accelerator with the afore.entioned para.eters is 
the lInear accelerator [4 - 5J. 

Accelerator layout and para.eters 

Experience and new ideas in linear proton 
accelerator design lead to the accelerator sche.e 
presented In Fig. 1 •• The following basic concepts 
were taken into account in burner-reactor linear 
accelerator (BRLA) design. 

- Si.ultaneous acceleration of HT and H- bea.s 
IS specifIed to provide for a nu.ber of output 
bea.s. Therefore the frequency increase factor ( the 
ratio of the operating frequencies in different 
parts of accelerator ) has to be odd. It was chosen 
to be equal to 3. Larger values lead to fact that 
phase spread of the bunch at the output of the first 
part of accelerator due to space charge effect and 
accelerator paraaeters errors surpasses the phase 
width of the accelerator second part separatrix. 

- At the present design stage two pairs of 
operating frequencies for the accelerator parts are 
considered : 330 and 990 MHz (990 MHz is the 
operating frequency of the second part of .eson 
physics facility linear accelerator at the INR of 
the USSR Acade.y of Sciences ); 200 and 600 MHz. The 
first frequency pair is preferable. It enables the 
RF generator size and cost to be decreased. At the 
sa.e ti.e the bea. dyna.ics still re.ains favorable 

with regard to the particle losses. 
- Specific acceleration in both accelerator 

parts was chosen to be equal to 1 MeV/ •• 
- According to the world achieve.ents in RF 

high-power generator design the output power of a 
single generator in both parts of accelerator was 
chosen to be equal to 5 MW. The nu.bers of cavities 
and generators in accelerator parts are equal to 8 
and 100 respectively ( with due allowance for 10 per 
cent reserve and feeder losses ). 
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Fig. 1. The diagra. of the burner-reactor lInear 
accelerator 

Consider the BRLA layout (FIQ. 1 ). The 
accelerator involves two Injectors ~f H+ana H 
bea.s, initial part ( IP ), first and second parts. 

The IP proposed in MRTI IS based on the 5 - 8 T 
superconducting solenoid focusing. The solenoid 
contains a resonator with opposed VIbrators 
providing for high accelerating wave aaplltude E. 

The 1 A value of 
E = 15 kV/cm with 

m 

11.iting current corresponds 
equilIbrIum phase of 70° 

injection energy of 200 keV [6.7J. 

to 
and 

The resonators with drift tubes are used In the 
first part of the accelerator. Initial energy IS 

3 - 5 MeV. The aaln second accelerator part is based 
on the resonators with washers and diaphragms 
developed in MRTI for the USSR Acade.y of SCIences 
Meson Generator (MEGAN) [8J. 

An approprIate focusing systea for Doth 
accelerator parts is that WIth permanent quadrupole 
lenses. The option provides for high relIabIlIty 
along with the si.plifled and unexpensive 
.aintenance. In both accelerator parts a FODD 
focusing period structure is used which IS less 
sensitive to the magnetic field errors then the FDO 
structure. 
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High degree of injected beaa current stability 
about 1 per cent ) is necessary to aeet the strict 

RF field aaplitude and phase stability requireaents 
( 1 per cent and 1 respectively ) of the 500 MW RF 
pONer supply systea Nith due alloNance for cavity 
beaa 10ad1ng and desirable systea high efficiency. 

Regotron - high power RF a.plifier 

The iapleaentation of RF power supply syste.s 
for continuous aode accelerators Nith total RF pONer 
of several hundred MW requires RF generators Nith at 
least 5 - 10 MW output pONer, 70 - 80 per cent 
efficiency and 20 dB gain. Proposed in HRTI 
regotron, i.a. a relativistic electron bea. 
generator Nith distributed RF power extraction 
systea aeets the aforeaent10ned requireaents [9,10]. 

One of the generator's peculiar features is the 
utilization of a certain nuaber N of uncoupled 
cavities 1n the pONer take-off systea. The technique 
prov1des for the aicroNave pONer take-off Nhich is N 
tiaes that of a single resonator Nith the given 
ultiaate dielectric strength. 

To increase the device efficiency 1) = 1 - W/W
e

, 

.here We and W
f 

are the beaa initial and final 

energ1es respectively, one has to organize the 
particle dynaaics so as to preserve the bunch 
configuration and hence the current haraonic at the 
entrance of the pONer take-off systea through the 
.hole deceleration process till the ainiaua possible 
final energy W

f
• The Nell-knoNn principle of the 

a,celerator theory - that of autophasing - is used 
in the dev1ce to solve the problea. The aost 
effective aethod of the autophasing iapleaentation 
in a distr1buted pONer take-off systea is based on 
the use of cavity pa1rs. The first cavity of each 
pa1r 1S passive. It is detuned to the higher 
frequencies N1th regard to the operating frequency 
and serves as a beaa buncher, Nhilst the second 
cav1ty, which 1S active, is tuned in to the 
resonant frequency. It 1S coupled with the load and 
takes off the beaa pONer. The typical current first 
haraonic 11 varIations are plotted in Fig. 2 against 

the bunch relative energy WlWo in the pONer take-off 

systea Nith ( curve 2 ) and Nithout ( curve 1) the 
autophasing. The autophasing clearly provides for 
the longer beaa energy take-off feasibility and thus 
for the higher efficiency. Investigations shoN that 
regotron is capable of generating 5 - 10 MW HF pONer 
in cont1nuous aode Nith 70 - 80 per cent efficiency. 
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2. The dependence of beaa current first 
haraonic on the bunch energy 

Initial part of accelerator 

The proposal of the radiofrequency quadrupole 
focusing ( RFQ ) in the in1tial part of accelerator 
is the real basis of the linear proton continuous 
aode accelerators iapleaentation [11]. HONever the 
liaiting current of the RFQ initial part of 
accelerator is less than 1 A. 

The next stage of the lInear 10n accelerators 
is the developaent of strong axial aagnetic field 
focusing accelerators Nith 5 - 8 T superconducting 
solenoids. In the accelerator the aain probles of 
the initial part - that of focusing - Nas thus 
resoved. The increase of the synchronous phase in 
the strong azisuthal aagnetic field focusing 
( SAHFF ) accelerators enables the lisiting current 
to be enhanced up to several Aaps. 

An accelerator based on the SAHFF Nas proposed 
in HRTI [6,7]. Experiaental proton accelerator .ith 
the following paraaeters .as also built. 

Output energy 
Injection energy 

1. 5 HeV 
100 - 1:.0 keV 

Accelerated proton beas current 
Operating frequency 
Beas pulse length 
Pulse repetition rate 
Accelerating-wave aaplitude 
Focusing aagnetic field 

0.4 A 
196.8 MHz 
30 - 70 s 
pulselsec 
3.7 HV/a 

7.6 T 

The idea of SAHFF Nas used in the initial part 
of BRLA. The input and output energies are 100 KeV 
and 3 - 5 MeV respectively. 

Asong the 
design as a 
probless - that 
reliability and 

Probl ••• 

integral probleas 
.hole naae the 

of econoaical 
radiation purity. 

of accelerator 
three aain 

efficiency. 

Efficiency and reliability proble.s [12,13] 

The total accelerator efficiency is basically 
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defined by that 
transfor.ation into 
(resonator efficiency 

Rf resonator 
bea. kinetic 

) and electric 

energy 
energy 
po.er 

transfor.ation into the Rf generator energy 
( generator efficiency ~g ). The total efficiency is 

equal to the product of the t.o co.ponents ~=ryr~g' 

The resonator efficiency esti.ate has a for. of 

_here Ib is the bea. current, E is the voltage 
a 

corresponding to the proton energy gain per unit 
lenqth ( its value is equal to the energy gain per 1 
• of accelerator ). zrz is the effective shunt 
resistance of res~nators per unit length. If 
zf2 = 40 MOh.I •• ~ = 30° and I = 0.3 A then the 

" a n 

resonator efficiency a.ounts to 0.9. 
The accelerator efficiency proble. should be 

solved by the construction of regotron _ith at least 
efficiency of 0.8. Then n n ~ 0.7 and the total 

r g 

accelerator efficiency esti.ate is 0.6. 
Consider the reliability proble.. The 

reliability of the accelerator can characterized by 
bea. availability, _hich is equal for LAHPf 
accelerator - 0.85 and for " 1-100 " 
accelerator - 0.99. 

The follo_ing proble.s are crucial for solution 
of the BRLA reliability proble.: creation of 
reliable high-poMer regotron type generators _ith 
service life of at least 10 thousand hours, 
provision for the reservation sche.e, use of passive 
ele.ents such as per.anent .agnets in quadrupole 
lenses, develop.ent of the failure prediction 
syste •• 

Radiation ~ proble •• 

A linear accelerator is considered to be 
radiation pure if the induced y-activity doesn't 
exceed the occupational radiation dose of 
28 ~Gy/hour at the distance of 1 • fro. the axis of 
accelerator after 1 hour upon its shut do_no The 
corresponding per.issible bea. loss in the energy 
range W = 0.1 - 1 Gev a.ounts to (4] 

W q ~ 0.05 GeV nA/. (1) 

The proble. is essentially that of li.iting the 
bea. loss at the level given by the eq. (1). Under 
the condition the accelerator .aintenance does not 
require .anipulators and can be perfor.ed .anually. 
Since the ti.e of direct accelerator engineering 
service is li.ited, the .anual service is 
per.issible even _ith the dose pOMer of 
0.5 .Gy/hour. The corresponding level of bea. losses 
a.ounts to 

W q ~ 1 GeV nA/. (2) 

Under the condition (2) and _ith specific 
acceleration of 1 Mev/. in the second part of 
accelerator ( i.e. 0.1 - 1.5 GeV ) the total 
per.issible bea. current losses a.ount to 3 ~A. With 
the bea. current of 300 .A it leads to the 

per.issible relative losses of about 10-5
• 

Several .ethods _ere proposed and developed in 
MRTI to solve the radiation purity proble •• So.e of 
the. _ere applied, in particular, in MEGAN 
accelerator. A.ong the .ethods are the folloMing: 
bea. phase volu.e filtering, suppression of coherent 
10nQitudinai and transverse bea. oscillations. 
contact less bea. para.eters .easure.ent, bea. 
distortion diagnostics through the bea. loss 
.easure.ent, and residual gas pressure liaitation in 
the H- bea. channel. 

The analysis of linear proton accelerator 
science and technology develop.ent and current 
status along _ith the .odern proble.s ShOMS that the 
desiqn and construction of continuous .ode 
1.5 GeV - 0.3 A linear proton accelerator is 
feasible and does not encounter _ith unsolvable 
science and technology proble.s. 
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